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Abstract
Human activity recognition in videos is important for content-based videos indexing, intelligent monitoring,
human-machine interaction, and virtual reality. This paper uses the low-level feature-based framework for human
activity recognition which includes feature extraction and descriptor computing, early multi-feature fusion, video
representation, and classification. This paper improves the first two steps. We propose a spatio-temporal bigraph-based
multi-feature fusion algorithm to capture the useful visual information for recognition. Meanwhile, we introduce a
compressed spatio-temporal video representation to bag of words representation. Our experiments on two popular
datasets show efficient performance.
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1 Introduction
Automatic recognition of human actions in video auto-
matically is a promising technology in computer vision.
Application scenarios include content-based video re-
trieval, intelligent video surveillance, and human-computer
interaction. Although many researchers have done a
long-term study in this work, it remains challenging to
recognize human actions in videos not only because of
geometric variations between intra-class objects or ac-
tions, but also because of changes in scale, rotation,
viewpoint, illumination, and occlusion [1].
In general, one of the most popular frameworks for
human action recognition includes four steps: feature
extraction, video representation, multi-feature fusion,
and classification. In this paper, we mainly focus on
improving two steps: video representation and multi-
feature fusion.
BoW (bag of words) is one of the most popular
methods for video representation. Much research is
based on the classical BoW representation [2–5]. The
classical BoW representation firstly clusters the features
to several visual vocabulary (e.g., the KMEANS
method), then encodes a video clip to the histogram of
its features occurrences. The BoW model has shown
good generalization capability and robustness on many
works [3–5]. However, BoW has many drawbacks, such
as the time-consuming clustering procedure, the super-
vised parameter k for KMEANS, and the well-known
limitation of losing spatial and temporal cues for recog-
nition. To make up the lack of spatio-temporal informa-
tion of BoW, many researchers have proposed several
extension of BoW representation [2, 3, 6–9]. But these
extensions are too complicated and time-consuming for
large-scale dataset, or reduce the time complexity with
dropped recognition accuracy [3, 8, 9]. To reduce the
computational cost with nearly no accuracy lost, we
propose a simple spatio-temporal visual information
retained representation for videos. We capture the spatio-
temporal information between visual words by the spatio-
temporal distance between features, and we compress the
spatio-temporal cue to a compact representation.
As single feature cannot contain all the useful infor-
mation for human action recognition, the researchers
usually combine multiple features for better accuracy.
Under the assumption that different features are inde-
pendent, we can simply connect vectors of different
features to a new vector. However, different features are
not always independent. Researches have proposed
several approaches to make further use of the different
information in videos. Jiang et al. [10] introduced an
audio-visual atom as joint audio-visual feature for video
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concept recognition. Jiang and Loui [11] used the
temporal relationship between audio feature and visual
feature to group clusters up, and then construct new fea-
tures from the groups. Fernando et al. [12] captured
video-wide temporal information for action recognition.
Jhou et al. [13] proposed to use the concurrent statistical
information to construct a bipartite graph for feature fu-
sion. In fact, these methods use the temporal relation-
ship between audio feature and visual feature for early
fusion. However, when combining two visual features,
the spatial relationships between different features are
ignored. In this paper, we improved Jhou et al.s’ method
by using the spatio-temporal relationship between two
different visual features explicitly for early fusion.
Our contributions are as follows: (1) We proposed a
bigraph multi-feature fusion method to model the
spatio-temporal cue between visual words. (2) We
proposed a spatio-temporal visual information retained
representation method for the classical BoW video rep-
resentation to reduce the computational cost with nearly
no accuracy lost.
2 Related works
As mentioned in section 1, the classical BoW method ig-
nores the spatio-temporal relationship between visual
features. Several works have been proposed to capture
spatio-temporal information to improve BoW. In this
section, we divide these methods to two types: the absolute
spatio-temporal information retaining method, and the
relative spatio-temporal information retaining method.
1) The former [2, 6, 14–16] typically needs a global
partition for the spatio-temporal volume which
makes the representation sensitive to the absolute
coordinate shift. Laptev et al. [2] split the spatio-
temporal volume to grids, computed the histogram
of visual word occurrence over each grid, and
concatenated BoW vectors from different grids. In
this way, each video was represented by the spatio-
temporal information capturing BoW vector.
However, it needed to figure out the best grid
combination by cross-validation, which is time-
consuming. The concatenated long vector made it
even worse. Sun et al. [6] modeled the spatio-
temporal context information in a hierarchical way
which included three levels of context.
2) The relative spatio-temporal information retaining
methods [3, 7, 9, 17] typically captures the relative
distance between visual words and local features.
Grauman et al. [7] formed new features composed
of the neighborhoods around the raw initially
detected interest points, taking into account the
visual words to which the neighboring features
correspond and their orientation with respect to the
central interest point. However, this work built a
hierarchy visual word which is complex and time-
consuming. Wang et al. [3] exploited the contextual
interactions between interest points by the density
of all features observed in multi-scale spatio-
temporal contextual domain of each interest point.
And Zhou et al. [9] proposed a novel structured
codebook construction method to encode rich
spatial and temporal contextual information for
human action recognition.
Although these researches have achieved some per-
formance improvement in their experiments, the proce-
dures they detailed are relatively complex. Rather than
using the several predefined grids, such as the hierarchy
information or the multiple spatio-temporal scales as
some of these works did, a simple method is explored to
model the spatio-temporal cue between visual words in
our work.
To recognize complex human action, frameworks
aligned on single feature are usually not good enough.
Researchers have proposed several features to extract
different information of videos, such as the dense trajec-
tory feature, STIP, SIFT, and so on. Moreover, there are
researchers trying to combine multiple features by well-
designed models for feature fusion. Natarajan et al. [18]
extracted dozens of features from videos, which is SIFT,
SURF, D-SIFT, CHOG, and so on. And they took advan-
tage of multiple kernel learning and late fusion technol-
ogy to combine these features. Tang et al. [19] used two
basic operators which is and operator and or operator to
combine two feature vectors. And operator simply con-
nects two vectors while or operator chooses one vector
from two vectors as the combined vector. They tried to
construct a and-or tree to compute the best combination
for two features. However, as this method requires
searching for the best structure of and-or tree, the time
complexity of this method is too high.
Meanwhile, some people tried to design specific model
to combine visual feature and audio feature. Jiang et al.
[10] grouped visual and audio features together with
their temporal relationship and computed combined
features from these groups. Similarly, Jhou et al. [13]
constructed a bigraph with temporal concurrency be-
tween visual words and employed a k-way segmentation
algorithm to combine visual and audio features. In this
work, we propose to construct a spatio-temporal bigraph
and use the k-way segmentation algorithm to combine
multiple features.
3 Approach
As Fig. 1 shows, we extract dense trajectory features
from the videos and encode each feature to three differ-
ent descriptors which are HOG, HOF, and MBH.
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Secondly, features are sampled and clustered into k-vis-
ual words. Then, we construct a spatio-temporal bigraph
and employ an efficient k-way segmentation algorithm
to segment the graph. Visual words with strong spatio-
temporal relationship are fused while visual words with
weak spatio-temporal relationship are segmented. More-
over, to further capture the spatio-temporal information
between features, each video is represented with the al-
gorithm detailed in section 3.3. Finally, we use a support
vector machine (SVM) classifier for recognition.
3.1 Feature extraction
We employ the dense trajectory features. As dense sam-
pling has shown improving results over sparse interest
points, the dense trajectory firstly samples the points in
different spatial scales densely, then performs tracking in
a dense optical flow field. Finally, three different descrip-
tors, namely, HOG, HOF, and MBH, are calculated along
each trajectory. Different descriptors contain different
information of features. HOG uses the distribution of
grayscale images’ gradient directions to describe the ap-
pearance and shape of objects in 3D world. HOF and
MBH use the optical flow, so the motion information is
captured. As a result, we can apply them as different in-
formation sources for early feature fusion.
3.2 Spatio-temporal bigraph-based feature fusion
We first sample a subset from each feature, and then
cluster features to k-visual words by KMEANS algo-
rithm. After that, we construct a spatio-temporal
bigraph in which node is represented by visual words,
and edge stands for the spatio-temporal relationship be-
tween visual words. Then, we employ a k-way segmenta-
tion algorithm to segment this bigraph. By this way,
visual words with strong spatio-temporal relationship
are fused while visual words with weak spatio-temporal
relationship are segmented. Finally, a spatio-temporal
information-based video representation is used to en-
code videos.
3.2.1 Spatio-temporal bigraph
Let’s say two features named fea1 and fea2, and the vis-





n o , kfea1 and kfea2 stand for the
amount of visual words in fea1 and fea2. We can con-
struct a bigraph G = (V, E) for these visual words. V is
W fea1i 1≤i≤k
fea1
 ∪ W fea2i 1≤i≤k fea2  , and E is the adja-
cency matrix of this bigraph:





S i; jð Þ ¼
X
V








d p;qð Þð Þ
ð2Þ
and p, q are two feature descriptors from two features,
d(p, q) is the L1 distance of their spatio-temporal
coordinates.
3.2.2 K-way segmentation algorithm
Given a bipartite graph G = (V, E), a bipartitioning is to
partition V to two subsets such that vertices in the same
subset have strong relation, and vertices in different sub-
set have weak relation. Formally, a graph bipartitioning
aims to minimize the following objective function:




Actually, finding a bipartitioning of bigraph can be
understood as classifying each point into two classes,
e.g., +1 and −1. However, this may lead to a wrong
Fig. 1 The flowchart of this paper
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solution that assigns all vertices to +1 or −1. In this
paper, we are looking for a balanced partition whose
objective function looks like below.











This problem can be solved by spectral clustering,
which firstly constructs a Laplace matrix L as below.
L i; jð Þ ¼
−eij eij∈EX
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After that, a bipartitioning of G can be provided by
the second smallest eigenvector of the generalized eigen-
value problem Lz = λDz in which D(i, j) = ∑jeij.
However, as an efficient solution proposed by Dhillon
et al. [20], we can get an optimal bipartitioning with low
computational complexity. Suppose we have a matrix L
in which Dfea11 ¼
X
j
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In a more general case, suppose we need to capture
k new words containing relational information, the
optimal k-way partitioning solution is provided by the
l = ⌈ log k⌉ singular vectors U = (u2,…, ul + 1) and V
= (v2,…, vl + 1).













distance i; jð Þ is minimized.
Thus our bimodel-based clustering algorithm can be
summarized as five basic steps as below:
1) Construct bipartite graph where each element of S is
computed as:
S i; jð Þ ¼
X
V





fea2 d p; qð Þð Þ:
2) Compute matrix Df ea11 , D
f ea2





3) Apply SVD on S, and compute U, V.
4) Compute matrix Z whose size is (kfea1 + kfea2) × l
5) Run k-means on matrix Z’s row vectors to get k
clusters.
With the k new clusters, each video can be further
represented using a spatio-temporal information retain-
ing representation which will be described in detail in
section 3.3.
3.3 Spatio-temporal information-based video representation
Figure 2 is the flowchart of our spatio-temporal informa-
tion retaining video representation. We first compute
the distance matrix of visual words. After that, two
different strategies are used to compress this matrix.
3.3.1 Distance matrix
Let’s say video V has n feature points, then each video V
can be represented as V = (〈x1, y1, t1, b1〉,⋯, 〈xn, yn, tn, bn〉)
where (x, y, t) are the spatio-temporal coordinates of a
feature extracted from V, and bi is the combined visual
word this feature belongs to. We can use bi to link the
combined visual words’ spatio-temporal information
with the features.
Suppose DMV is the distance matrix where each elem-
ent represents the spatio-temporal distance between two
combined visual words. Then, DMV(i, j) = ∑p∑q(d(p, q))
where p, q are two feature descriptors from two features,
d(p, q) is the L1 distance of their spatio-temporal
coordinates.
The L1 distance is
d p; qð Þ ¼ p:x−q:xj j þ p:y−q:yj j þ p:t−q:tj j ð8Þ
3.3.2 Matrix compress
As the original distance matrix is too large to be applied
to classifier (e.g., 500 visual words result in a 250000
dimension vector), we need to compress this matrix. In
Feature points Distance Matrix Matrix Compress
Fig. 2 Proposed spatio-temporal visual information retained
video representation
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this paper, we compare two different compress strategies
with experiments which is POOL compress [21], contin-
gent probability-based representation [22]. As experiment
2 shows, different compress strategies have different
performances on different datasets.
3.3.2.1 POOL compress We compute the spatio-
temporal distance from the i-th combined visual word of








DMv i; jð Þ
ð9Þ
Symmetrically, we also compute the spatio-temporal
distance from the i-th combined visual words of fea2 to








DMv v; jð Þ
ð10Þ
Then, each video can be represented as:






3.3.2.2 Contingent probability-based representation
We discretize each value in DMV to m sub-regions
which are ℒ1,⋯, ℒm. Then the contingent probability
that fea1’s combined visual word W fea1i related to all the
combined visual words of fea2 is
P ℒs; : jW fea1i





where His W fea1i ;ℒs
 
represents the frequency that com-
bined visual word W fea1i is apart from all the fea1’s com-
bined visual words with ℒs.
Symmetrically, the contingent probability that fea2’s
combined visual word W fea2j related to all the combined
visual words of fea1 is









His W fea2j ;ℒs
	 
 ð13Þ
Then, video V can be represented as
xð Þ ¼
P ℒ1; : W fea11
  ⋯ P ℒm; : W fea1k 
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
P ℒ1; : W fea11
  ⋯ P ℒm; : W fea1k 
P ℒ1; : W fea21
  ⋯ P ℒm; : W fea2k 
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
P ℒ1; : W fea21







We use a multi-class non-linear support vector machine
(SVM for short) [23–25] to classify videos. In general,
multi-class SVM is built from two-class SVM. In this
paper, a one-versus-one manner is used. Suppose there
are N classes, we train N(N-1)/2 different two-class
SVM classifiers on every possible pairs of classes, and
then each test video is classified to the class that most
classifiers vote this video to. Moreover, we use a widely
used kernel function with a χ2 distance function [2, 3, 7],
which is
K x; yð Þ ¼ 1
2
e−γχ
2 x;yð Þ ð15Þ
where χ2(x, y) = ∑i(xi − yi)
2/(xi + yi) and x, y are two
videos’ vector representations. The parameter γ is deter-
mined by cross-validation.
4 Results and discussion
4.1 Dataset and setup
In our experiments, we use two popular human action
datasets which are KTH dataset [26] and Olympic
dataset [4].
The KTH dataset consists of six human action clas-
ses. Each action class is performed by 25 people. And
every person repeats one action four times under differ-
ent scenarios. Figure 3 is some screenshots from this
dataset. We follow the dataset partition as Schuldt et al.
[26] did, which is widely used. This partition makes it
possible to compare our results with other researchers’
works directly.
The Olympic dataset is crawled from YouTube. There
are 11 different actions. As these videos are shot under
nearly no artificial constraints, there are many camera
motions and noises in the videos. Figure 4 is some
screenshots from this dataset.
As most of the research works [2, 27–30], we use
the mean average precision (MAP) to measure our
performance.
4.2 Experiment 1: spatio-temporal bigraph-based feature
fusion
We evaluate proposed spatio-temporal bigraph-based
feature fusion algorithm (STBi-fusion in Fig. 5). We
first extract dense trajectory features from videos, and
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then MBH and HOF descriptors are computed along
each trajectory. After that, proposed spatio-temporal
bigraph-based feature fusion algorithm is employed to
combine the MBH and HOF feature’s visual words.
Finally, BoW model is used to compute the combined
video representation. We compare proposed spatio-
temporal feature fusion method with a widely used
baseline algorithm, which combines two feature vec-
tors by simply connecting two vectors. Moreover, the
accuracy is also reported when single MBH or HOF
feature is used.
As Fig. 5 shows, our proposed method can better
take advantage of the useful information among MBH
and HOF features, and get higher accuracy than the
other methods.
4.3 Experiment 2: influence of contingent probability-
based representation’s parameter
We compare the results of contingent probability-based
video representation’s different parameter values on the
KTH dataset as Fig. 6 shows. Abscissa refers to param-
eter m’s change, and ordinate refers to accuracy.
On the one hand, we can see that MBH descriptor is al-
ways better than HOF descriptor while the HOG is worse.
This is because HOG only capture the static information
while ignoring the motion information in videos. Although
the MBH descriptor and the HOF descriptor both capture
the motion information in videos, MBH further removes
the influence of camera motions which makes it better.
On the other hand, we can see that in most cases the
cure are very stable, which means that the parameter m
Fig. 3 Screenshots of KTH dataset
Fig. 4 Screenshots of Olympic dataset
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has weak influence on the contingent probability-based
representation. Moreover, the more k visual words we
retain, the better the accuracy is.
4.4 Experiment 3: comparison of different compress strategies
Table 1 is the results of two different compress strat-
egies on KTH and Olympic datasets. In this table,
POOL STRep means the POOL compress strategies-
based spatio-temporal video representation, and CP
STRep means the contingent probability-based spatio-
temporal video representation. It is shown that POOL-
based representation outperform CP-based for 1% on
KTH dataset, while CP is better than POOL for 1% on
Olympic dataset.
4.5 Experiment 4: spatio-temporal video representation
As Fig. 7 shows, we compare our proposed spatio-
temporal video representation with other BoW-based ex-
tensions for video representation. Among them, Laptev et
al. [2] used a time-consuming per class cross-validation
and greedy search to figure the best combination of chan-
nels for each video. Wang et al. [3] consider the spatio-
temporal contextual information in multiple scales. And
Zhou et al. [9] propose a novel structured codebook
construction method to encode rich spatial and temporal
contextual information for human action recognition.
It is shown that the proposed spatio-temporal video
representations, including POOL STRep and CP STRepr,
are better than other BoW-based extension methods for
boxing, hand-waving, jogging, and walking actions.
Meanwhile, we observe that the proposed methods per-
form relatively worse in hand-clapping class and running
class. Because the running action looks similar to the
jogging action except the speed, and the hand-clapping
action looks similar to the hand-waving action, we need
more specific information to distinguish them.
4.6 Experiment 5: combine proposed spatio-temporal
video representation and spatio-temporal bigraph-based
feature fusion algorithm, and compare with others’
method
In this section, we compare the proposed method with
the state of the art on both KTH and Olympic datasets.
Table 2 compares our method with the other ap-
proaches on their accuracy using the KTH dataset.
Other BoW-based extensions are set in italics. On the
one hand, we can see that by applying proposed POOL-
based representation on MBH feature, we achieve an ac-
curacy of 95.37% which outperforms Kovashka and
Grauman [7] method for 1%. By applying proposed con-
tingent probability on MBH feature, we achieve 94.91%
which is comparable to Kovashka and Grauman [7]
method. Most importantly, by combining the spatio-
temporal bigraph-based feature fusion algorithm and
POOL-based video representation, we achieve a much
better accuracy of 95.83%.
Table 3 compares proposed method with the state of
the art on Olympic dataset. We can see that by using












Fig. 5 Comparison of proposed feature fusion algorithm with
baseline algorithm
Fig. 6 Influence of evaluation parameters on the contingent
probability-based representation
Table 1 Comparison of different compress strategies

















Fig. 7 Compare proposed spatial temporal video representation
with other BoW-based method
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comparable to Wang et al’s [29] method. Moreover,
STBi-fusion + POOL STRep is comparable to Liu et al’s
[30] 74.38% while STBi-fusion + CP STRep outperforms
Liu et al [30] by 74.38% for 0.2%.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we use the spatio-temporal information
among videos to recognize human actions. First, we
propose a spatio-temporal bigraph-based feature fusion
to combine different features. Second, we introduce a
spatio-temporal video representation which uses the
spatio-temporal distance between features to measure
the distances between visual words. Moreover, two com-
pression strategies are compared experimentally. The ex-
periments show the proposed method is better than
other BoW-based extensions. The spatio-temporal bi-
partite graph-based early fusion technique can further
improve the recognition accuracy.
Distance matrix is calculated by pairs of all the fea-
tures in the videos in this paper. For big datasets, this
step is time-consuming. In the future, we need to find a
new method to calculate the spatial and temporal
relationship and reduce the complexity of computing
distance matrix.
Although the early fusion of multiple features in the
KTH and Olympic datasets have achieved a better aver-
age accuracy, the effect is not so good for some classes,
such as hand-clapping and running. We plan to combine
and-or tree [19] with the early fusion, by searching for
an optimal and-or tree to achieve multi-feature fusion.
Meanwhile, we plan to combine the low-level feature fu-
sion with high-level feature-based deep-learning frame-
work [31, 32] in the future.
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